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NEW QUESTION: 1
In which two places may a function be used in a SELECT
statement? (Choose two.)
A. in the ORDER BY clause
B. in the select (or projection) list
C. in a subquery
D. in a HAVING clause
E. in a GROUP BY clause
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1: var key = await
Resolver.ResolveKeyAsyn(keyBundle,KeyIdentifier.CancellationTok
en.None); Box 2: var x = new
BlobEncryptionPolicy(key,resolver); Example:
// We begin with cloudKey1, and a resolver capable of resolving
and caching Key Vault secrets.
BlobEncryptionPolicy encryptionPolicy = new
BlobEncryptionPolicy(cloudKey1, cachingResolver);
client.DefaultRequestOptions.EncryptionPolicy =
encryptionPolicy; Box 3: cloudblobClient.
DefaultRequestOptions.EncryptionPolicy = x; References:
https://github.com/Azure/azure-storage-net/blob/master/Samples/
GettingStarted/EncryptionSamples/KeyRotation/Program.cs
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